
Why the SBOE Social Studies Standards are Unreasonable

The social studies standards being pushed by the State Board of Education are 
unreasonable on many levels.

Let’s start with pedagogy.  The Board is supposed to pass standards, not make lesson 
plans. These standards are supposed to lay out the broad principles that students should 
be expected to learn. Instead, Board members have filled the standards with the names of 
all the people that the Board members want students to learn about, and all the favorite 
terms they want students to use.  Without being themselves experts in any of the subjects 
being taught, they spell out detailed prescriptions for what should or shouldn’t be 
covered. The result is a set of disorganized standards that ignores the forest for the trees. 

This is not a liberal or conservative failing, and it’s just as bad in science and language 
arts as it is in social studies.  The Board needs to learn some humility and back off. 

The second way that the standards are unreasonable is in their Orwellian use of language. 
Thanks to the conservative majority’s amendments, the standards no longer speak of 
capitalism.  It’s now “free enterprise”.  The United States’ acquisition of foreign 
territories, such as the Philippines, in the late 1800s and early 1900s is no longer 
imperialism.  It’s “expansionism”, as if trains of covered wagons were headed for Manila. 
The United States is no longer called a democracy – we’re a “constitutional republic”.  
Funny, I don’t remember de Tocqueville writing about “Constitutional republicanism in 
America,” but appointed expert David Barton has explained that students shouldn’t learn 
democratic values. They should learn republican values! 

Conservatives love ridiculing politically correct speech, as practiced by the political Left. 
Political correctness IS absurd. But it’s just as bad, and just as unreasonable, when 
practiced by the Right, and has no business being taught to our children.

The third unreasonable area is in attempted censorship. A variety of figures are being 
excluded from the standards for the crime of holding political views that the board 
majority disagrees with, or for fighting for minority rights. There was an ultimately 
unsuccessful attempt to exclude Thurgood Marshall and Cesar Chavez.  Tejano heroes of 
the Alamo were cut out, while Confederate generals were stuck in. The witch hunt went 
so far as to exclude children’s author Bill Martin for supposedly writing an adult book 
about Marxism. That turned out to be written by a different Bill Martin and they 
eventually put the children’s author back in, but what do a person’s political views have 
to do with their writing “Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do you see?”

The biggest problem with the standards, however, is how they are designed not to support 
the core values of our nation, but to undermine these values.  The Revolutionary War was 
fought, and the Constitution was established, to promote equality, personal liberty, and a 



more perfect union. The Civil War was fought to extend that equality and personal liberty 
and to protect that Union. We haven’t always lived up to the ideals of our founding 
documents, but in each generation we try to get a little closer.  
You’d never know that from listening to the Board majority. Instead, they promote James 
Dobson’s view that [QUOTE] The Constitution was designed to perpetuate a Christian 
order. [UNQUOTE]  

Instead of having students study the role of Hobbes in motivating the Founders, they 
want students to study the role of Moses. 

Instead of studying the influence of Jefferson and other Enlightenment thinkers on 
revolutions around the world, they direct study of St. Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin, and 
William Blackstone. 

I do not mean to diminish the importance of religion to Americans, or the importance of 
religious figures of both the Right and Left throughout our nation’s history. Orators often 
use religious imagery, such as William Jennings Bryan’s cross of gold, or Martin Luther 
King’s view from the mountaintop. But however religious our population may be, and 
however religious our leaders may be, our government is a different story. 

Many of the early colonists came to escape Old-world religious persecution. Once in the 
New World, some of them extended that liberty to others, while others sought to impose 
their own beliefs on others.  Throughout the colonial period, and indeed since then, there 
have been two primary schools of thought. The first view, dominant at first, holds that 
religion is good, or that a particular religion is good, and is entitled to the backing of 
government. Based on that reasoning, Anne Hutchison and Roger Williams were expelled 
from the Massachusetts Bay Colony for heresy. The other view, pushed by such pioneers 
as Anne Hutchison, Roger Williams and William Penn, holds that religion is a matter of 
individual conscience, and that mixing the spiritual demands of religion with the earthly 
power of government only serves to corrupt both. Neither of these views is any more pro-
religion or anti-religion than the other. Where they chiefly differ is on their views of 
liberty, and of government.

Of course, our views of liberty and government took a dramatic turn in 1776, and again in 
1787. We rejected the concept of a government handed down from above. The English 
jurist William Blackstone, a favorite of State Board of Education conservatives,  wrote 
[QUOTE] That the king can do no wrong is a necessary and fundamental principle of the 
English constitution. [UNQUOTE] We Americans said “NO”. Instead, we followed 
Locke’s principle that the legitimacy of a government is based on the consent of the 
governed.  Likewise, we rejected Blackstone’s argument that all law follows from God’s 
law.  Instead, we put freedom of individual conscience into the First Amendment. 



This was highly controversial, as you can imagine. In 1787, 11 of the 13 states required 
that holders of public office be Christians. Only two of the 11 allowed Catholics to serve, 
while the other 9 required office-holders to be Protestants. Some of the founders, such as 
John Jay, supported these religious tests. So when the Constitutional said that [QUOTE] 
no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust 
under the United States [UNQUOTE], it was a dramatic break from the past. Opponents 
railed that the new Constitution would allow  “Jews and pagans of every kind” to govern, 
and that the “new Constitution disdains … belief of a deity”. So it does, extending rights 
to religious minorities and making no mention of God whatsoever. Yet it passed, and the 
nation took a giant step forward. 

There are other ways in which the Constitution rejects the idea of mixing government 
with religion. In the preamble, the Constitution derives its legitimacy from “We, the 
people”, not from a higher power.  Attempts were made to add a phrase to that sentence 
acknowledging God, and that attempt was rejected. 

As John Adams put it, the architects of the Constitution never [quote] had interviews with 
the gods or were in any degree under the inspiration of Heaven… Governments thus 
founded on the natural authority of the people alone, without a pretense of miracle or 
mystery… are a great point gained in favor of the rights of mankind [unquote]  So much 
for the Constitution being written to perpetuate a Christian order! And of course, we have 
Thomas Jefferson’s letter to the Danbury Baptists, where he wrote:

Believing with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between man and his God, 
that he owes account to none other for his faith or his worship, that the legislative powers 
of government reach actions only, and not opinions, I contemplate with sovereign 
reverence that act of the whole American people which declared that their legislature 
should 'make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof,' thus building a wall of separation between church and State.

Hear hear! It took a while for Jefferson’s ideals of religious liberty to extend to the states. 
Several state constitutions allow for religious tests for state office, including that of 
Texas, whose test requires belief in a Divine Being. Most of these tests were voided by 
the 14th Amendment which says [quote] No State shall make or enforce any law which 
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; [unquote]. 
Thanks to the concept of Union, so dearly paid for in the Civil War, the religious liberty 
of the First Amendment, and the separation of church and State, extends to all. In the 
words of Jefferson, religious liberty is [quote] meant to comprehend, within the mantle of 
its protection, the Jew and the Gentile, the Christian and Mohammedan, the Hindoo and 
Infidel of every denomination. [unquote]

Extending to “all” also includes those who reject religion altogether. As recently as 1960 
the State of Maryland tried to exclude a notary public for the sin of being atheist. The 



Supreme Court ruled that Maryland’s religious test, which is similar to Texas’, violates 
the 14th Amendment. Case closed. 

As a member of a religious minority, I am personally grateful for the radical ideas of 
Hutchison, Williams, Penn, Locke, Jefferson, Madison, Adams and Lincoln. I am grateful 
that these people, almost all of whom were deeply religious, saw the wisdom of creating 
a society where I have exactly the same rights as a Christian. I am grateful to live in a 
country where my religious daughter can go to synagogue with her head held high, and 
where my irreligious son can avoid that synagogue with his head held equally high. 

Sadly, the State Board of Education does not agree. They rejected a standard  to  [Quote] 
examine the reasons the Founding Fathers protected religious freedom in America by 
barring government from promoting or disfavoring any particular religion over all others. 
[Unquote]  For reasons I cannot understand, they do not want students taught of the 
freedom and equality that I and others hold so dear. And that is utterly unreasonable. 


